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Abstract

Our research question was to find the most accurate model in predicting wins in the National

Basketball Association (NBA) regular season. We fit three models using our own data set

that was formed using RAPTOR (Robust Algorithm using Player Tracking and On/Off

Ratings) data from FiveThirtyEight.com. We found that the model predicting wins from

team_mp_total, team_poss_total, and team_war, all with an interaction with team (Wins

= β̂0 + β̂1 * team_poss_total + β̂2 * team_mp_total + β̂3 * team_war + β̂4 * team1 + β̂5

(team1 * team_poss_total) + β̂6 (team1 * team_mp_total) + β̂7 (team1 * team_WAR). . . )

was the best model in predicting wins. It had a .97 R2 meaning that 97% of the wins in the

NBA regular season could be explained by the data in our model. We concluded thorugh our

analysis that it is important to look at a variety of variables when creating a model predicting

wins in the NBA regular season, and especially important to factor in the team.
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Introduction

With the NBA becoming increasingly driven by data, we wanted to find a model based

on publicly available data that could accurately predict win totals in past NBA regular

seasons. The data we used is RAPTOR data from FiveThirtyEight.com (Fivethirtyeight

2019). Their RAPTOR data is generated by various formulas using statistics from ESPN.com

and NBA.com and they use their RAPTOR data in their own inference and prediction models

for the NBA regular season. These statistics include box plus/minus, on/off ratings, and wins

above replacement (WAR), as well as some other, more intricate player tracking data. They

then combine these statistics to make their own statistic, RAPTOR. In the past, NBA models

have relied solely on box scores and on/off ratings for win predictions. Recently, however, the

NBA’s player tracking data became available and FiveThirtyEight has incorporated that into

their own model, which is truly one of a kind. With this new data available, we believe that

we can build a model that can accurately infer win totals from previous NBA regular seasons.

Methods

In the initial data set, there are 23 variables. These include player name, player_id (associated

with player name), season, season type (regular season or post season), team, number

of possessions, number of minutes player, RAPTOR box offense, RAPTOR box defense,

RAPTOR box total, RAPTOR on/off offense, RAPTOR on/off defense, RAPTOR on/off

total, RAPTOR offense, RAPTOR total, WAR total, WAR regular season, WAR playoffs,

PREDATOR (predictive RAPTOR) offense, PREDATOR defense, PREDATOR total, and
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pace impact. The 4684 observations are players who played in the regular season or post

season in the years 2013-2019. There are six seasons of data that we are looking at. There

does not appear to be any missing data.

Using data from the original FiveThirtyEight data set, we created our own dataset, newTEAM-

RAPTOR. In this data set, we wanted to quantify the team totals for each RAPTOR category

by using possessions and minutes played. Essentially, we first multiplied the number of posses-

sions of each player by each of their RAPTOR variables (plus/minus, on/off, defense, offense,

total) and then we multiplied the number of minutes played by each player by the RAPTOR

variables. So we ended up with raw scores of each player (instead of the rate statistics of

the original RAPTOR) in their RAPTOR categories based on both minutes and possessions.

We did all this because someone who is +1.0 overall but plays 1000 minutes is worth more

than someone who is +1.0 overall but only plays 500 minutes. The same goes for possessions

played. By multipling by these two variables, we were able to get the raw data for each player

over the course of the whole season, unfiltered by possessions or minutes played.

Next, we filtered out the post season data because we are only interested in predicting regular

season wins. After that, we grouped the variables by team and season. After that, we took

the sum of each RAPTOR variable for each team in each season and then divided either by

500 (5 players * 100 possessions-rough average for number of possessions in a NBA game) if

it was based on possessions or 240 (5 players * 48 minutes played in a game) if it was based

on minutes played. Conceivably, the totals (team_mp_total, team_poss_total) reflect how

many points each team outscored or were outscored by their opponents each season.
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After doing this, we added a variable called Wins, which matched the wins in a team’s regular

season with that team’s RAPTOR data. The Wins data came from BasketballReference.com

(“NBA League Averages - Franchise Win Totals,” n.d.). In our new data set, there are 180

observations, with each observation being a single season by a team (30 teams * 6 seasons).

Finally, we began testing for models. The first thing we did was test three models: one using

WAR, one using total RAPTOR based on minutes played, and one using total RAPTOR

based on possessions. WAR was the best best of these three models and because of that, our

first model that we tried is one based solely on War (Wins = β̂0 + β̂1*team_war).

We decided for our second model to expand on the first model and created a model using

WAR and team (Wins = β̂0 + β̂1 * team_war + β̂2 * team1 + β̂3 * (team1 * team_war). . . ).

Our final, third, model expands even further factoring in WAR, RAPTOR based on possessions,

and RAPTOR based on minutes played along with an interaction with team (Wins = β̂0 +

β̂1 * team_poss_total + β̂2 * team_mp_total + β̂3 * team_war + β̂4 * team1 + β̂5 (team1

* team_poss_total) + β̂6 (team1 * team_mp_total) + β̂7 (team1 * team_WAR). . . )

Since our models use linear regression, we have six assumptions we must check for (linearity,

constant variance, normality, independence, randomness, and zero mean). We can assume

zero mean and looking at how our data was collected, we can check for the independence and

randomness assumptions. We will check for linearity and constant variance through residual

vs. fits plots and we will check for normality using normal quanitle plots.

The models will be compared using R2 and adjR
2. We will choose our final “best” model on
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adjR
2.

Results

All analysis was completed using R. (Wickham 2017a), (Wickham et al. 2019), (Robinson

and Hayes 2019), (Dragulescu and Arendt 2018), (Wickham 2017b). Using these packages

we created various models to project how many wins an NBA team is expected to get in the

regular season based on various stats. In the end we, our best model was model 3 because

it had the highest r-squared value (.97) and the highest adj. r-squared value (.91). The

equation for this model is: Wins = β̂0 + β̂1 * team_poss_total + β̂2 * team_mp_total + β̂3

* team_war + β̂4 * team1 + β̂5 (team1 * team_poss_total) + β̂6 (team1 * team_mp_total)

+ β̂7 (team1 * team_WAR). . . and so on for each team (total of 120 β̂ coefficents – 4 for all

30 teams). In this case the 4 variables are team_poss_total, team_mp_total, team_war,

and team. All 30 teams in the NBA have unique variations for every stat. The 3 that relate

to our referent team (Atlanta Hawks) are below. These would be β̂0 through β̂3.

Table 1: Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season

(Final Model)

term estimate std.error statistic p.value conf.low conf.high

(Intercept) -355.5238914 361.3868510 -0.9837765 0.3291759 -1078.405222 367.3574396

team_poss_total -0.3937722 0.5101669 -0.7718497 0.4432329 -1.414258 0.6267135

team_mp_total -1.2162789 1.6438326 -0.7399043 0.4622434 -4.504434 2.0718759
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term estimate std.error statistic p.value conf.low conf.high

team_war 14.2548967 12.9596211 1.0999470 0.2757489 -11.668205 40.1779984

Table 2: Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season

(Final Model)

r.squared adj.r.squared sigma statistic p.value df logLik AIC BIC deviance df.residual

0.9704754 0.9119182 3.700874 16.57313 0 120 -392.0763 1026.153 1412.5 821.7883 60

The estimated intercept is -355.5 (95 CI: -1078.405222 , 367.3574396), meaning that when

every other variable is equal to zero, the expected number of wins is -355.5.

The estimated team_poss_total coefficient is -.3937722 (95% CI: -1.414258 , 0.6267135),

meaning that for every one unit increase in team_poss_total the expected number of wins

decreases by .3937722 holding all other variables constant and the team being the Atlanta

Hawks (if the team is not the Hawks, a one unit increase would lead to a different change in

expected number of wins–more on this later).

The estimated team_mp_total coefficient is -1.2162789 (95% CI: -4.504434 , 2.0718759),

meaning that for every one unit increase in team_mp_total the expected number of wins

decreases by 1.2162789 holding all other variables constant and the team being the Atlanta

Hawks(if the team is not the Hawks, a one unit increase would lead to a different change in

expected number of wins).
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The estimated team_war coefficient is 14.2548967 (95% CI: -11.668205 , 40.1779984), meaning

that for ever one unit increase in war the expected number of wins increases by 14.2548967

holding all other variables constant and the team being the Atlanta Hawks(if the team is not

the Hawks, a one unit increase would lead to a different change in expected number of wins).

The above estimates show how each statistic impacts the expected win total of our referent

team (Atlanta Hawks).

We also used team variables to make the data less prone to major changes. This is because

teams do not change very much on a year to year basis, and this makes the expected win

outcomes more consistent for each team from one year to the next. In the tables below we

have team related variables for the Chicago Bulls and the Dallas Mavericks.

Table 3: Dallas Mavericks and Chicago Bulls Team Coef-

ficients

term estimate std.error statistic p.value conf.low conf.high

teamCHI 50.72866 739.7017 0.0685799 0.9455521 -1428.895 1530.352

teamDAL -50.15326 878.7047 -0.0570764 0.9546740 -1807.824 1707.518
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Table 4: Dallas Mavericks and Chicago Bulls

Team:Team_Poss_Total Coefficients

term estimate std.error statistic p.value conf.low conf.high

team_poss_total:teamCHI 0.1108101 1.055197 0.1050137 0.9167152 -1.999898 2.221518

team_poss_total:teamDAL 2.5387212 4.847984 0.5236654 0.6024403 -7.158690 12.236133

Table 5: Dallas Mavericks and Chicago Bulls

Team:Team_MP_Total Coefficients

term estimate std.error statistic p.value conf.low conf.high

team_mp_total:teamCHI -0.0080934 3.331848 -0.0024291 0.9980699 -6.672782 6.656595

team_mp_total:teamDAL -2.6729717 7.973882 -0.3352159 0.7386315 -18.623111 13.277167

Table 6: Dallas Mavericks and Chicago Bulls

Team:Team_WAR Coefficients

term estimate std.error statistic p.value conf.low conf.high

team_war:teamCHI -1.918065 26.55586 -0.0722276 0.9426610 -55.03770 51.20156

team_war:teamDAL 1.753023 31.63567 0.0554129 0.9559937 -61.52774 65.03378

The team coefficeint for the Chicago Bulls is 50.72866 (95% CI: -1428.895 , 1530.352), meaning
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that relative to the Atlanta Hawks (our referent catagory) the Bulls will have 50.7 more wins

than the Hawks when team_mp_total, team_poss_total, team_war are equal to zero.

The team coefficient for the Dallas Mavericks is -50.15326 (95% CI: -1807.824 , 1707.518),

meaning that relative to the Atlanta Hawks (our referent catagory) the Mavericks will have

50.15 less wins than the Hawks when team_mp_total, team_poss_total, team_war are

equal to zero.

The coefficient for the interaction between team_poss_total and the Chicago Bulls is 0.1108101

(95% CI: -1.999898 , 2.221518). This means that the effect of team_poss_total on Wins

increases by 0.1108101 when the team is the Chicago Bulls compared to the Atlanta Hawks.

The coefficient for the interaction between team_poss_total and the Dallas Mavericks is

2.5387212 (95% CI: -7.158690 , 12.236133). This means that the effect of team_poss_total

on Wins increases by 2.5387212 when the team is the Dallas Mavericks compared to the

Atlanta Hawks.

The coefficient for the interaction between team_mp_total and the Chicago Bulls is -0.0080934

(95% CI: -6.672782 , 6.656595). This means that the effect of team_mp_total on Wins

decreases by 0.0080934 when the team is the Chicago Bulls compared to the Atlanta Hawks.

The coefficient for the interaction between team_mp_total and the Dallas Mavericks is

-2.6729717 (95% CI: -18.623111 , 13.277167). This means that the effect of team_mp_total

on Wins decreases by 2.6729717 when the team is the Dallas Mavericks compared to the

Atlanta Hawks and team_poss_total and team_war total equal 0.
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The coefficient for the interaction between team_war and the Chicago Bulls is -1.918065

(95% CI: -55.03770 , 51.20156). This means that the effect of team_mp_total on Wins

decreases by 1.918065 when the team is the Chicago Bulls compared to the Atlanta Hawks

and team_poss_total and team_mp_total total equal 0.

The coefficient for the interaction between team_war and the Dallas Mavericks is 1.753023

(95% CI: -61.52774 , 65.03378). This means that the effect of team_mp_total on Wins

increases by 1.753023 when the team is the Dallas Mavericks compared to the Atlanta Hawks

and team_poss_total and team_mp_total total equal 0.

These variables would follow the same format for every other team, just with different β

coefficients. In an effort to not explain 120 variables, we will stop here since we have shown

how to interpret each type of variable.

The assumptions for this model are linearity, normality, independence, zero mean, constant

variance, and randomness. These are all met and the explanations are below.

Linearity: We assume linearity for our model, and given that the process to finding our model

was using the linear model function this assumption is met, and we used a residual and fits

plot to prove this.

Normality: We tested this condition using the normal quanitle plot seen above. There are

slight deviances in the tails of the data, but otherwise, it is normal.

Independence: Each game is independent of the next. However, there is a slight conflict with

independence in our data because when one team wins another must lose.
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Figure 1: Residual vs Fits (Final Model)
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Figure 2: Normal Quantile Plot (Final Model)
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Zero mean: This condition is met using linear regression, this condition is automatically met.

Constant variance: This condition seems to be met because a majority of points are of equal

distance from the line in our residuals plot regardless of their predicted win totals. Only a

few outliers seem out of place.

Randomness: Our model doesn’t necessarily meet the randomness condition because it is a

census of basketball teams for the past 6 years. No team is left out, and every game that

occurred during the regular season is accounted for.

Discussion and Conclusion

We conclude in our analysis that it is important to look at a variety of variables in predicting

wins in the NBA regular season. While previously, models only factored in box score data and

on/off ratings, the NBA’s release of player tracking data has added a slew of data that can

be used in creating models. It is important to use this data, as well as traditional data like

box score data and on/off ratings in creating your model. It is especially important to factor

in an interaction with team in your model, as that interaction alone raised our R2 .06. As

more data becomes publicly available in the future and we become better at quantifying the

“unquantifiable” in basketball, we should be able to create even better models for predicting

NBA wins in the regular season.

Appendix
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Table 7: Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season

(Model 1)

term estimate std.error statistic p.value

(Intercept) 13.2853161 0.8412664 15.79204 0

team_war 0.9922553 0.0277662 35.73613 0

Table 8: Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season

(Model 1)

r.squared adj.r.squared sigma statistic p.value df logLik AIC BIC deviance df.residual

0.8776692 0.876982 4.373666 1277.071 0 2 -520.0116 1046.023 1055.602 3404.955 178

Table 9: Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season

(Model 2)

term estimate std.error statistic p.value

(Intercept) 12.124974 4.1419641 2.9273488 0.0040909

team_war 1.099914 0.1495123 7.3566761 0.0000000

teamBOS -6.631161 7.8211286 -0.8478521 0.3982083

teamBRK -7.253462 6.4188300 -1.1300286 0.2607178

teamCHA 34.752039 10.3679306 3.3518780 0.0010740
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term estimate std.error statistic p.value

teamCHI 26.779779 5.5855198 4.7945008 0.0000047

teamCLE 4.518815 5.4771209 0.8250347 0.4109889

teamDAL -12.103447 8.2032574 -1.4754441 0.1427123

teamDEN -5.609582 7.9342804 -0.7070058 0.4809336

teamDET -8.319777 11.9273272 -0.6975391 0.4868148

Table 10: Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season

(Model 2)

r.squared adj.r.squared sigma statistic p.value df logLik AIC BIC deviance df.residual

0.9365383 0.9053362 3.836659 30.0153 0 60 -460.9454 1043.891 1238.661 1766.394 120
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Figure 3: Residual vs Fits (Model 1)
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Figure 4: Normal Quanitle Plot (Model 1)
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Figure 5: Normal Quantile Plot (Model 2)
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Figure 6: Residual vs Fits (Model 1)
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library(knitr)

opts_chunk$set(echo = FALSE)

library(tidyverse)

library(dplyr)

library(broom)

library(xlsx)

RAPTOR<-read.csv("/cloud/project/modern_RAPTOR_by_team.csv")

options(tinytex.verbose = TRUE)

RAPTOR$season<-as.factor(RAPTOR$season)

newRAPTOR<-RAPTOR%>%
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mutate(

rawposs_box=poss*raptor_box_total,

rawposs_on.off=poss*raptor_onoff_total,

rawposs_offense=poss*raptor_offense,

rawposs_defense=poss*raptor_defense,

rawposs_total=poss*raptor_total,

rawmp_box=mp*raptor_box_total,

rawmp_on.off=mp*raptor_onoff_total,

rawmp_offense=mp*raptor_offense,

rawmp_defense=mp*raptor_defense,

rawmp_total=mp*raptor_total

)

newRAPTOR<-newRAPTOR%>%

filter(season_type=="RS")%>%

arrange(desc(war_reg_season))%>%

group_by(season, team)

newTEAMRAPTOR<-newRAPTOR%>%

group_by(team, season)%>%

summarize(

team_poss_box = sum(rawposs_box)/500,

team_poss_on.off = sum(rawposs_on.off)/500,

team_poss_offense = sum(rawposs_offense)/500,
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team_poss_defense = sum(rawposs_defense)/500,

team_poss_total = sum(rawposs_total)/500,

team_war = sum(war_reg_season),

team_mp_box = sum(rawmp_box)/240,

team_mp_on.off = sum(rawmp_on.off)/240,

team_mp_offense = sum(rawmp_offense)/240,

team_mp_defense = sum(rawmp_defense)/240,

team_mp_total = sum(rawmp_total/240))

Wins<-read.xlsx('/cloud/project/Wins.xlsx', 1)

newTEAMRAPTOR<-bind_cols(newTEAMRAPTOR, Wins)

model3<-lm(Wins~(team_poss_total+team_mp_total+team_war)*team, data=newTEAMRAPTOR)

model3%>%

tidy(conf.int=TRUE)%>%

slice(1:4)%>%

kable(caption = "Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season (Final Model)" )

model3%>%

glance()%>%

kable(caption = "Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season (Final Model)" )

model3 %>%

tidy(conf.int = TRUE) %>%

slice(8, 10) %>%

kable(caption = "Dallas Mavericks and Chicago Bulls Team Coefficients")
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model3 %>%

tidy(conf.int = TRUE) %>%

slice(37, 39) %>%

kable(caption = "Dallas Mavericks and Chicago Bulls Team:Team_Poss_Total Coefficients")

model3 %>%

tidy(conf.int = TRUE) %>%

slice(66, 68) %>%

kable(caption = "Dallas Mavericks and Chicago Bulls Team:Team_MP_Total Coefficients")

model3 %>%

tidy(conf.int = TRUE) %>%

slice(95, 97) %>%

kable(caption = "Dallas Mavericks and Chicago Bulls Team:Team_WAR Coefficients")

y_hat3<-model3%>%

predict()

newTEAMRAPTOR<-newTEAMRAPTOR%>%

ungroup() %>%

mutate(y_hat3=y_hat3,

residuals3 = Wins-y_hat3)

ggplot(newTEAMRAPTOR, aes(x=y_hat3, y= residuals3))+

geom_point()+

geom_hline(yintercept = 0)+

labs(x="Expected Wins", y="Residuals")
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ggplot(newTEAMRAPTOR, aes(sample = residuals3)) +

geom_qq() +

geom_qq_line()

model1<-lm(Wins~team_war, data = newTEAMRAPTOR)

model1%>%

tidy()%>%

kable(caption = "Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season (Model 1)" )

model1%>%

glance()%>%

kable(caption = "Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season (Model 1)" )

y_hat1<-model1%>%

predict()

newTEAMRAPTOR<-newTEAMRAPTOR%>%

mutate(y_hat1=y_hat1,

residuals1 = Wins-y_hat1)

ggplot(newTEAMRAPTOR, aes(x=y_hat1, y= residuals1))+

geom_point()+

geom_hline(yintercept = 0)+

labs(x="Expected Wins", y="Residuals")

ggplot(newTEAMRAPTOR, aes(sample = residuals1)) +

geom_qq() +

geom_qq_line()
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model2<-lm(Wins~(team_war)*team, data=newTEAMRAPTOR)

model2%>%

tidy()%>%

slice(1:10)%>%

kable(caption = "Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season (Model 2)")

model2%>%

glance()%>%

kable(caption = "Predicting Wins in the NBA Regular Season (Model 2)")

y_hat2<-model2%>%

predict()

newTEAMRAPTOR<-newTEAMRAPTOR%>%

mutate(y_hat2=y_hat2,

residuals2 = Wins-y_hat2)

ggplot(newTEAMRAPTOR, aes(sample = residuals2)) +

geom_qq() +

geom_qq_line()

ggplot(newTEAMRAPTOR, aes(x=y_hat2, y= residuals2))+

geom_point()+

geom_hline(yintercept = 0)+

labs(x="Expected Wins", y="Residuals")

ggplot(data = newTEAMRAPTOR, aes(x = team_war, y = Wins, color = season)) +
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geom_point() +

labs(x = "Team War", color= "Season")
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